Update Your Training Library With These New Training Programs!

Invest in your best assets – your employees! Stock your shelves with new training to help keep your employees safe on and off the job.

SAFETY

SCISSOR AND BOOM LIFT SAFETY
Train lift operators and help protect employees. The program tackles hazards, pre-operation inspections, work zone safety, and operational dos and don’ts.
AER002 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

TRENCHING AND SHORING SAFETY
Help employees distinguish the differences and hazards of trench and excavations; soil classifications; protective systems; safe practices, and emergency response.
TRE006 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

WORKPLACE ERGONOMICS
Help employees prevent musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) and design an ergonomically friendly workstation.
ERG016 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS

SAFETY MATTERS: MOLD AWARENESS
Help employees understand how, where, why mold spreads; recognize signs of mold growth; and prevent mold exposure through housekeeping.
MOL001 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS: COMPRESSED GAS CYLINDERS
Show employees how to prevent explosions and leaks from compressed gas cylinders. Covers gas types, labels, symbols, PPE, and handling, inspection, and storage.
COM004 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course coming soon.

SAFETY MATTERS: CPR AND AED
This program explains the five links of the cardiac chain of survival and CPR procedures for children, teens, and adults. FAD012 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS: COMBUSTIBLE DUST
Explains how dust explosions happen and how they can be prevented. The program also covers training requirements.
HAZ025 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course coming soon.
SAFETY MATTERS:
RESPIRATOR SAFETY
This program discusses the different types of respirators; medical evaluation and fit testing; and the procedures for proper care, cleaning, and maintenance of a respirator.
RES011 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS:
HEAT STRESS
Help employees recognize the symptoms of heat illnesses, and know what actions to take and what treatments to seek for each.
HEA012 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS:
PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Get an overview of fire safety. Help employees identify the five major types of fires; the appropriate extinguisher for each; the R.A.C.E. and P.A.S.S. methods, housekeeping, and electrical safety.
EXT005 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS:
SMALL SPILLS AND LEAKS
Discuss the six steps for responding to a small spill or leak. The program covers the dos and don’ts for each step, Safety Data Sheets, and PPE.
SSL001 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS:
ARC FLASH
Protect employees and help them understand the causes of arc flash, training and regulations, safe work practices, boundaries, hazard risk category levels, incident energy analysis, and PPE requirements.
ELE020 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS:
EMERGENCY ACTION PLANNING
Show employees what they — as a group and as individuals — need to do during emergencies.
EME063 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS:
INDOOR CRANES
Help protect employees from the hazards of crane work. The program shows the dos and don’ts of inspections, testing, rigging, and operations.
CRA006 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS:
HEARING PROTECTION
Educate employees on basic ear anatomy, the Hearing Protection Program, and proper PPE to help prevent NIHL.
STL004 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SAFETY MATTERS:
CRANE INSPECTION
Show employees how to conduct and/prepare for daily, monthly, or annual inspections. Covers roles and responsibilities, post-inspection, logs, and corrective measures.
CRA007 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.
ENVIRONMENT MATTERS:

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
Discusses several laws that regulate the EPA's four main focus areas: air quality, water quality, waste materials and emergency planning, and chemical safety and use.
EPA010 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

ENVIRONMENT MATTERS:
STORMWATER RUNOFF
Covers best management practices (BMPs) and standard operating procedures (SOPs) that help mitigate the risks of stormwater runoff.
EPA011 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

ENVIRONMENT MATTERS:
SPCC
Outlines the three major components of the formal written plan, and shows how organizations can prevent, manage, and respond to oil spills.
EPA012 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

ENVIRONMENT MATTERS:
RCRA—SMALL QUANTITY GENERATOR
Explains how the EPA's Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) applies to the operations of Small Quantity Generators, from production to disposal.
RCR003 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

ENVIRONMENT MATTERS:
RCRA—LARGE QUANTITY GENERATORS
Explains how the EPA's Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) applies to the operations of Large Quantity Generators, from production to disposal.
RCR004 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.
HUMAN RESOURCES

DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS
Recognize the symptoms and effects of substance abuse on the workplace, and understand how—and to whom—suspected cases are to be reported. DRG008 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

DROP BY DROP: UNCONSCIOUS BIAS
Discuss microinequities—the subtle forms of discrimination that erode morale and kill productivity. DIV024 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

A SEAT AT THE TABLE: EMBRACING DIVERSITY
Unlock the full potential of a diverse workplace that values differences, encourages innovation, and boosts productivity. DIV023 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

TIME MANAGEMENT: PLANNING FOR SUCCESS
Show employees causes and impact of poor time management and help them work smart, plan better, get organized, and be more productivity. TIM008 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course coming soon.

IT’S ABOUT RESPECT II
Educate employees on the everyday nature of harassment by showing them four common examples of workplace discrimination. HAR023 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT: THE UNTOLD STORY
Help employees recognize quid pro quo and hostile environment, and show them the difficulty in speaking out, the importance of respect, and the role of witnesses and HR in responding to harassment. SXH038 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

TEAMWORK: 7 STEPS TO SUCCESS
Unleash the full potential of your team. Harmonize their diverse talents and help your organization surpass its goals. TMW014 | Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course coming soon.

Preview these programs free online at www.dsslearning.com! Call 800-767-7703 or email info@consultdss.com
For a full list of programs and free online previews visit www.dsslearning.com. Human Resources and Maintenance & Reliability programs also available.
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